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The nature of the architectural profession is changing, and with recent global
and economic realities, it has become ever more pressing to reevaluate the role of
the architect in our modern society. The profession must adapt to survive; we must
differentiate ourselves from the world of the developer in order to maintain the high
level of quality and design that used to be synonymous with the word “architecture.”
What this means is that the architect must reestablish his role as artist, and create spaces
that have artistic value for the individuals within the space, as well as for the immediate
surroundings, both built and natural. The concept of the architect-artist is not a new
one; in the 1980’s architects like Bernard Tschumi, Zaha Hadid, and Peter Eisenman, to
name a few, developed two and three dimensional compositional studies to explore the
larger theoretical foundations of their buildings. Not only were these pieces requisites of
good design, but were statements in and of themselves.1 These designers recognized the
intrinsic value of art, but also, more importantly, realized that the duty of the architect is
to create in a way that stimulates dialogue and moves the larger ides and discussion--the
narrative--of our built environment into new, innovative territory.
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Peter Cook, Drawing: the motive force of architecture, (Wiley, 2008).
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Now more than ever, it is essential for the architect to realize his or her full
potential as an artist, and the power associated with manipulation of the visual world.
New information technologies bind our communities in ways never before encountered.
Instant access to people, news, information, and social networks has created a world
of flux—constantly changing, constantly updating.

Architecture must respond to

globalized information systems not just in terms of responsible design, but with a new
architectural language that captures the zeitgeist of the fleeting. It is most important
for the architect to recognize that by building our societies, we have an ability to affect
change and craft the narrative that defines this period of history.
The question becomes: how can the architect construct and design such that the
built environment reconciles the new information state, and guide a society’s perception
of self through the individual that experiences the space? The individual plays the most
basic and essential component of the architectural story, because for the first time in
history there is not a singular narrative with a singular factor that ties us all together.
Improved networking communications and outlets for self expression have given
everyone a voice. How does the architect respond to this phenomenon in a way that is
relevant, innovative, and meaningful? How does the architect as a designer and artist
create more than just a habitable shell, but space that instigates dialogue between the
people and objects that occupy it? Moving forward, the architect must acknowledge a
twofold obligation: one is the architect–artist ability and power to shape the narrative,
and the second is to understand that a plurality of spatial interpretation is critical to the
success of a space in order to affect the individual, beginning a dialogue that will expand
from the individual experience to a group and on to a society. The result is a person who
is not just a user of space, but a participant with the space and the art inherent in good
design.
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The fast paced, non-linear nature of society’s network of communications means
that the architect’s role must be primarily that of artist as he works to shape the larger
cultural dialogue of the modern era.

To do this, the architect must understand that

communications and information has changed. To respond to this change, art must be
recognized as the foundation of design. In order to express the art inherent in building,
a simultaneous study of art and philosophy must occur. Then, through the fusion of
art and philosophy, the architect will be able to put into practice the ability to affect
the social narrative by shaping the aesthetic world we occupy, moving the built world
beyond the antiquated argument of form versus function.
Thanks to technological innovation, the world is more connected than ever. This
means that the way we receive information has changed along with the pace at which
we are bombarded with and process that information. The spaces we inhabit have yet to
respond to the non-linear, immersive nature of new media and connectivity. Toyo Ito
said:
We are challenged to solve two difficult problems…. One is how we can create
a work of architecture as an entity while goods as entities are losing their
significance, and another is how we can build architecture that endures time
while local communities are nullified, and the network of communications via
media appears and disappears instantly….For the first problem, we are required
to solve the question of how to make fictional or video-image-like architecture;
for the second problem, we need to learn how to make ephemeral or temporary
architecture. I do not mean that architecture should be replaced with video
images or that temporary buildings should be used. We should rather build
fictional and ephemeral architecture as a permanent entity.2
2

Mark Taylor, Hiding, (Hong Kong: The University of Chicago Press, 1997), 236.
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We are building in a world in constant ebb and flow; the built (permanent) must learn
to respond to the new way in which we receive and process information. Mark C.
Taylor, a philosopher at Columbia University, argues that in this modern world of flux,

Toyo Ito, Tower of Winds, Yokohama, 1986

updates, and connectivity, we must embrace flux rather than fight it, and in doing so,
we use a process of creativity and the experience of art to come to terms with constant
change.3 This puts a great burden on the architect; they must accept the responsibility
of impacting the person who occupies that space on a fundamental, often subconscious,
level, and the role this plays in the user’s understanding of their world and their system
of value judgements.
In 1995 at the height of the dot-com era, Bernard Tschumi expressed the same
sentiment as Taylor. Continuing to hypothesize about the interactive architecture he
first explored with his Parc de la Villette project in Paris from 1982-1998. Tschumi stated
that, “Architecture is always about stability, either structural stability of the stability of the
institution….One thing that struck me very early on was that architecture simultaneously
3
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was always challenged by the movement of bodies going through architecture, by various
activities in it….”4 The notion of a permanent structure in a state of flux because of the
users within that space was neglected in the 1990’s and 2000’s
for an exploration of formalism, rather than activism. Today,
with the new wave of media technologies, the time has come
to pick up the ideas of ephemeral architecture embraced by
the likes of Ito and Tschumi. Though it must be taken a step
farther—the idea that the space is activated and is in constant
change because of the people moving through it should come
Bernard Tschumi, Study for Parc de la Villette, 1982-1998

full circle. Processing rapid fire information has taught the
current generation to think in non-linear formats, creating in

them the expectation that they will be able to and should be interacting with their space,
creating a mutual dialogue. It is in this way that the step must be taken to create building
participants, who create the spaces and a dialogue along with the architect.
The move from thinking of the building’s occupants as users to participants is
possible when the architect embraces the simultaneous study of art and philosophy.
Architects, as designers, are creators of two and three dimensional art. Two dimensional
and maquette studies help the architect explore spatial relationships and develop the
theory behind their forms. This is critical to the success of a building to fully realize the
intrinsic artistic value of the building as art, like architecture, is one interpretation of a way
to solve a problem. This singular interpretation of the problem’s solution is the architect’s
“selective recreation of [the artist’s] metaphysical value judgments.”5 When thought of
4
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Ayn Rand, “Art and Cognition” in the Romantic Manifesto, (New York: Penguin 1969).
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as a part of a larger process and dialogue, this singular “recreation,” is experienced by
the individuals viewing the schematic design materials—or in the case of architects
like Tschumi, Zaha, or Lebedeus Woods, the
schematic pieces intended as standalone works
of art—as well as the final built project, and
is then interpreted by the individual as their
own set of value judgments, though it may
only be on a subconscious level. A dialogue
between architect, artist, and viewer/occupant
is intrinsic to the experience.
This is no longer a simple process of
architect-art-viewer. Because of social media
and improved technologies, the viewer’s brain

Lebbeus Woods, 4|11, Conflict Space, 2006

is used to processing information in a non-linear fashion; the experience can no longer
be from point A to B to C. A plurality of interpretation is only possible through a back
and forth, simultaneous dialogue between the creator, the creation, and audience.6
Achieving this kind of non-linear pluralism with an artistic architectural dialogue
means that the architect must understand that philosophically, the human mind is open
to multiple interpretations. Not only is art a reflection of the architect’s value judgments,
but is a way for the architect to concretize abstract ideas. The process of making
(architect) and experiencing (audience) art and buildings is a tool for understanding
Sara Wilson Mckay and Susan R. Monteverde, “Dialogic Looking: Beyond the Mediated Experience,”
in Art Education, vol. 56, no. 1, (National Art Education Association, 2003), http://www.jstor.org/stable/3194031.
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abstract, metaphysical concepts. A simultaneous study of art and philosophy is what
makes possible the ability to rationalize abstract feelings and emotions and apply them to
the self, and is applicable to the experience of both the creator and viewer. The architect
must have an understanding of philosophy in that they must accept that now, more than
ever, the human brain has become adept at interpreting multi-faceted information, and
needs to be presented with opportunities to interpret different experiences laterally. In
The Science of Logic, Hegel argues that art allows for a “mediation of opposites;” that it
reconciles the ideal and the real, and brings reality into the realm of comprehension.7
Hegel’s philosophy denotes “differences are not only different but are also identical….
when appearance and reality as well as surface and depth are not merely two but also
one, appearances are real and reality is apparent. Furthermore, depth is but another
surface, and surface is inescapably profound.”8 In embracing the sentiment expressed by
Ito concerning the ephemeral nature of our modern interactions with people, art, space,
and place, the Hegelian notion of the mediation of opposites, as it relates to our cognitive
process, must be considered to effectively impact the participant’s cognitive process and
understanding of the world around them. The element of individual interpretation is
critical to the dialogue and the application of the experience of space to everyday life.
The architect as an artist and philosopher will affect the social narrative by shaping
the aesthetic world we occupy on an individual level, and then the social narrative through
the dialogic process, as an expression of the building as art that allows for lateral thinking,
or a plurality of interpretation. As Mark Taylor suggests, it is by embracing the notion
Georg Willhelm Friedrich Hegel, The Science of Logic, (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform,
2012).
8
Taylor, Hiding, 289.
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of ephemerality that will make possible a plurality of interpretation, and give validity to
a building as an artistic expression, creating a dialogue with the participant. Modern
architects like Steven Holl are exploring this concept through the architectural process.

Steven Holl and Solange Fabião, Cité de l’Océan et du Surf, Biarritz France, 2005-2011

Holl suggests the same sentiment as Taylor--that the ambiguity of this generation has left
the door open for the architect to explore and develop the imagination. He states that
the “fusion of the subjective and the objective is at the heart of conscious experience.”9
Breaking down the idea of subjective-objective is only possible in an age that is beyond
the concept of form versus function. Unique to our period, there is diversity within
the modern social narrative that makes possible a new myriad of artistic- architectural
opportunity. It is through the conscious effort of the architect aiming to affect the social
9

Jordi Safont-tria, Sanford Kwinter, and Steven Holl, Color, Light, Time, (Lars Muller Publishers, 2012).
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narrative to a specific end that will first impact the individual building participant in a
meaningful, relevant way.
A building defines social narrative on a variety of levels, starting on the macro
level, with the building’s surroundings. The way the building interacts with surrounding
buildings, traffic patterns, and its impact on the environment all dictate the ways in which
the story begins. The architect, as the writer of the story, controls how the characters of
this social narrative view, approach, and notice the building itself and the areas around
the building. The architect has the ability to control an individual journey from the
moment the person begins the approach. As each participant begins this journey, he
or she enters into a dialogue with the space. That individual then begins a dialogue,
creating a depth to the story between the participants, the objects within that space, and
the other people occupying the space. All of these experiences will be carried beyond
the building once the participants leave.10 This is a great responsibility on the part of
the architect. In this way, the designer must carefully mediate the experience through
the building, possible only through a philosophical study of the notion of a plurality of
interpretation, such that the space has meaning in a world in flux.
When the details, material choices, and use of light are concept driven to reinforce
the philosophy of each space, they serve as a series of visual cues that help the participant
individually interpret the dialogue as cued by the architect, and how it should be applied
in the process of rationalization. In this way, the details of connections, materials, and
plan, mediate the spatial experience. By designing each detail to reinforce the concept
of the space, and define the role of structure as physically uniting the spaces, the detail
10

Mckay, “Dialogic.”
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developments create a series of “plotlines” through the building, just as there are several
plotlines in traditional narrative.11 To remain relevant in terms of the individual and the
larger dialogue, detail decisions must reject the notion of form versus function altogether.
Detail development is driven by the concept, which unites the otherwise disparate spaces,
while the plotlines developed within each space and connected by structure, allow for
a plurality of interpretation of each space and reinforce the importance of individual
resonance with each participant. By mediating the experience of the space, a nonlinear
narrative is formed which allows the user to be an active participant not only with the
space, but with the outcome of the story, creating a plurality of interpretation of the
space. When the user is an active participant with the space, they become a player of a
role in the narrative, defining the space, and thus becoming a “co-creator” of the story
along with the architect. As Frank Rose describes in his book, The Art of Immersion,
“If individuals in the audience ‘co-create’ a story in some sort of give-and-take with the
storyteller, then the whole notion of authorial control starts to get fuzzy. The author
starts the story; the audience completes it. The author creates the characters and the
situation they find themselves in; the audience responds and makes it their own.”12 Each
space is open to individual interpretation, but must be organized in a way that the story,
or the building, makes sense.
The notion of architecture as an art form that consciously engages philosophical
narrative is a cyclical relationship between the mediated experience, the user perception
of space, and user interaction with space to advance the narrative. Architecture only has
Frank Rose, The Art of Immersion: How the Digital Generation Is Remaking Hollywood, Madison Avenue, and the Way We Tell Stories, (Kindle Edition, 2012).
12
Rose, Art, loc. 1257-59.
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validity as an architecture when it is occupied; the spaces and function must be defined
by the people within the space, because the space is activated and becomes alive when
occupied. However, not all spaces will be occupied all the time; therefore to maintain
validity, the buildings spaces must work together to become activated and defined.
Otherwise, architecture loses its value as anything more than a shelter, or a shell that
serves no purpose other than as a protective cover, and cannot fulfill its role as a work of
art, aiding the process of self discovery. Referring to his theoretical work The Manhattan
Transcripts, Tschumi explains that “the buildings and events are not real buildings or
events, for distancing and subjectivity are also themes of the transcription. Thus the
reality of its sequences does not lie in accurate transposition of the outside world, but
in the internal logic these sequences display.”13 By carefully controlling movement and
view through framing, spaces become activated, flexible, and in constant flux, capturing
the ephemeral spirit, and validating the architecture as an art piece with its own purpose.
Architecture in the 21st century, in the zeitgeist of flux and ephemerality, should
be about simultaneity; “the sense that you can be seeing one thing and instantly switch
to something else that’s occurring at the same time.”14 This can be achieved by mediating
the pathway through the building using architectural nodes, structure, details, light, and
materials that cue the participant as to where to go, and as to the possible interpretations
of the space. Through framing, layers, and controlled movement, perceptions of the
space can be juxtaposed with the moments preceding or following it. It allows for
the building to be defined neither by form or function, but by the movements by the
participants within and their individualized experiences.
13
14

Bernard Tschumi, The Manhattan Transcripts, (John Wiley & Sons, 1994).
Rose, Art, loc. 1597-98.
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Each new technology eventually finds its way into art, and thus, becomes
a way to influence our rationalization process. At the turn of the twentieth century,
photography found its way into painting. Later, film influenced cubism. In the twenty
first century, technology that allows for new immersive reality will inevitably find
its way into architecture. The best example of this kind of technological experience
is the video game; an experience so lifelike it has the ability to transport the player
into movie-like settings, and real life-like circumstances. The video game allows the
player to act out their own narrative, to interact with the story line, and make choices
that influence the outcome of the game. It is a medium so potent that it has, at times,
become controversial; they were blamed for the Columbine High School massacre.15
Though, in that circumstance, video games were a scapegoat for a tragedy, this not only
demonstrates the potential of the rapidly developing medium, it also begins to explain
just how influential the nonlinear, immersive narrative can be. This level of non linear
storytelling must find an application in architecture. Generation Y has developed an
ability to think simultaneously and conceive narrative scenarios as reality to an extent
that, until now, has been impossible, thanks to immersive mediums like video games
and the internet. Architecture has fallen behind social technology, and must now catch
up. To create an architecture that is responsive to the needs of this new phenomenon,
architecture must embrace simultaneity and non linear plot lines.
This new approach to building creates an emergent experience, necessary in a
world where the line between reality and fiction is blurred, and at times, nonexistent.
The way we receive real life information increasingly resembles interactive art forms,
15

Ibid, loc. 2010-12.
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like video games. The news resembles movies that resemble video games, and suddenly
we find we lack the ability to put real life in perspective. Although we know the news is
real, it becomes increasingly more difficult to truly process the difference between the
real and the fiction. The built environment is an immersive reality that grounds us; the
story of the experience unfolds around the user and allows for the Hegelian plurality of
interpretation. By embracing ephemerality and architecture as a fiction, it forces the
participant to open their eyes and engage their space; architecture is able to reawaken a
sense of life in an age where the boundaries of “reality” are dissolving. In this age, people
are able to be immersed through an endless array of media experiences that speak not
only to the power of our modern technology, but the power of the human mind’s capacity
for imagination. For architecture to remain relevant is it necessary that it achieve its
potential to be one of the greatest means of enhancing and driving that imagination.
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